Lost jeeps crd

View unanswered posts View active topics. Love that Torque!!! Moderators: oldnavy , KJs
Moderators. Users browsing this forum: Majestic [Bot] and 25 guests. It is currently Wed Feb 24,
am. Weird CRD problem?? Posted: Fri Jun 14, pm. Have an '06 CRD that we've had for about a
year now and I'm having a problem I just can't figure out. Jeep has K on it and the motor sounds
good. Just replaced the timing belt, water pump, timing idler pulleys,etc. Also the fuel filter was
recently replaced in Feb. Oil used is shell Rotella T6 for the diesel. OK, now onto the problem
Coming home from a shopping run I noticed the Jeep didn't seem to be responding to throttle
input from the pedal It's like it has no turbo or passing gear and this is with the pedal buried to
the floor. It just turns into a absolute dog on throttle response with no power??? I was driving
down the highway and had let off the throttle as I was going downhill, as the road leveled out I
stepped on the throttle and it just seemed to ignore the input. The engine very slowly started to
go from about rpm to rpm with the pedal pressed to the floor. When I stopped to turn onto my
road it accelerated smoothly to about 30mph and despite burying the pedal again it would only
sluggishly respond and wouldn't increase speed. The motor doesn't race, it just slowly starts to
increase it's RPM with little to no increase in vehicle speed. It wasn't the MASS sensor, it was
the other one on the side of the airbox lid, that was unplugged. Today when it did it on the way
home I again checked the sensor plug and it was tight so I'm guessing it wasn't the original
issue after all. After getting in the driveway I put it in park and blipped the throttle a few times to
check throttle response and the engine responded by quickly climbing the tach as would be
expected. Not sure if the engine isn't getting the fuel to it fast enough no lift pump installed to
rev when under load, or if it's having trans. Anyone else run into this?? I tried the search
function and couldn't come up with anything that fit the problem. Leaking fuel filter head will
definitely do that. A well known problem identified at least 10 years ago. Get a new fuel filter
assembly with wiring. You should also consider installing a lift pump. AFAIK, the mopar part is
the only replacement. It will come with a new filter. If it was a dog with no black smoke, most
likely fuel related. If Black smoke and no boost, turbo or vacuum line to actuator issue Lift pump
recommended is the Carter in tank pump.. Posted: Sat Jun 15, pm. Well, just pulled the fuel
heater connector from the filter head assembly. Sure enough half the connector is burnt as well
as the corresponding socket on the filter head. Anyone have a link to the lift pump by chance??
Posted: Sun Jun 16, pm. New filter head should be metal. Wiring is slightly different. ID Parts
has a kit. Temp fix in the meantime - Spray out that socket with brake cleaner, dry it, and fill it
with any RTV you have laying around. This will form a solid plug that will block the air leak.
When you get the new filter head, don't bother plugging in the fuel heater. It is NOT needed and
the computer won't know anything is missing. Need help? Just ask! I've taken it apart more than
most. Posted: Mon Jun 17, am. Posted: Mon Jun 17, pm. Posted: Wed Jun 19, pm. I measured
with an amp clamp and the current in the fuel heater circuit levels off around 8 amps. At 14V
running that's watts. Think about how bad a W light bulb burns your fingertips. That's a lot of
heat going into the fuel. IMO it should be thermostatically switched based on ambient temp or
fuel temp, but hey, it's not the only thing that Jeep left up to us to fix. GDE Hot tune, 2. Posted:
Thu Jun 20, am. You'd think so But look at the size of that wiring. The max power that size wire
and the fuse on that circuit is able to handle is only about 40 watts. The warming power of a 40
watt heater isn't enough to de-gel anything, certainly not before the battery would be completely
drained - assuming that the filter had gelled and that was why you were sitting with the key on
and not running the engine. It isn't needed. It isn't large enough to be capable of much of
anything. Posted: Fri Jun 21, am. I think the fuel heater is kinda useless. Its only in the top of the
fuel filter. Wont do anything for the fuel in the tank or lines. It is thermostatically controlled but
has to remain immersed in fuel to keep from overheating. The fuel temp sensor is the important
one and is used by the ECM to determine injection quantity. If the fuel gets too hot, the ECM will
reduce fuel and power. Some of us have installed fuel coolers in the return line. Posted: Fri Jun
21, pm. Color scheme by ColorizeIt! Logo by pixeldecals. Advertisements by Advertisement
Management. Page 1 of 2. Print view. Previous topic Next topic. Post subject: Weird CRD
problem?? Sure sounds like limp mode. You need to scan for codes. Army Retired. Had a buddy
who runs his own shop doing a lot of diesel work run the codes the first time it did this and
came up with only the EGR codes due to the Weeks kits install. When road tested with him in
the passenger seat monitoring it it ran fine with no issues Got on the throttle and it responded
as it should, went into passing gear and took off down the road like the devil was chasing it.
Buddy thought I was nuts for bringing it in since it behaved normally. This is what has me so
flummoxed When searching it seems this can be caused by anything from the Mercedes sensor
being unplugged to turbo gone out to TCM issues??? Really driving me batty trying to get a
handle on this. Just went out to bleed the filter head After pumping it up it started leaking fuel
around one of the electrical connectors. Could this be the problem?? It'll be the first thing I do
Monday. Reason I ask is that some of NAPA parts line touts itself as "product improved" and

my buddy uses NAPA parts at his shop exclusively and has very few returns for bad parts.
Liberty02sport wrote: Well, just pulled the fuel heater connector from the filter head assembly.
The fuel heater is not simply used to keep fuel from gelling. It is also used to make the fuel a
consistent temperature - and therefore a consistent viscosity - for proper injection and more
complete combustion in the cylinders. This is a common feature in a lot of diesel fuel systems.
He uses his rather limited observation skills and assumes things - usually incorrectly. That said,
gollygeemister is incorrect when he states that the fuel heater should be thermostatically
controlled. The REAL fix is the installation of an in-tank lift pump, and the upgrade fuel filter
head if needed I have had no problems with my original filter heads And that is due to the CP3
working the fluid being supplied to the high pressure fuel rail which can add a significant
amount of heat to the fuel. This heated fuel is returned by the fuel pressure controllers back to
fuel tank where eventually over time it can raise the fuel temperature significantly in the fuel
tank which is being supplied to the injection pump. The higher fuel temperature makes the
engine less efficient. That in a nutshell is why some install a fuel cooler in series with the fuel
return line. It is not because of the fuel heater in the filter head Quote: It is not because of the
fuel heater in the filter head The fuel will get plenty hot all on its own. Which is why I installed a
25C snap switch in line with the fuel heater relay coil supply. Now it is only active below that
temperature, and I don't have to remember to plug it in when winter comes around. Neat Idea!
Where did you get the switch and what's it's amp rating? You cannot post new topics in this
forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You
cannot delete your posts in this forum. Search for:. Official Lost Jeeps Vendor Posts Post your
Polls here! Georgia L. Down Right L. KJ Club Info I'm S. View unanswered posts View active
topics. Love that Torque!!! Moderators: oldnavy , KJs Moderators. Users browsing this forum:
Majestic [Bot] and 25 guests. It is currently Wed Feb 24, am. Posted: Tue Nov 28, pm. This has
been going on for a few months. So far I have replaced the abs pigtail, the rear diff sensor, then
I found a 02 wiring harness and swapped that in. That fixed it for 2 tanks of fuel. Coming home
from work today it popped back on. I still have speedometer and cruise, but no odometer. Could
it possibly be one of the front sensors? My right front sensor went bad and that stopped the
odometer. I don't know if the sensors could fail intermittently maybe loose connection? There is
a dealer procedure to bleed the ABS unit. Usually only an issue if you have had your fluid
changed or some other procedure that may have introduced air into the system. I had it done
when I was having issues. Posted: Sat Dec 02, pm. Posted: Sat Dec 09, pm. I pulled these codes,
then after a few days my light went out. Posted: Mon Dec 11, pm. I tried to replace the right front
sensor and it broke off. I drill out the remains and inserted the new sensor, no help. Could be
trashed from the drilling so I ordered a
impala 09
1999 dodge stratus transmissionused miller bobcat 225
waterproof car cover amazon
new wheel bearing with the sensor installed. Maybe that will do it? Posted: Thu Jan 11, pm.
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Post subject: Re: abs light Posted: Sat Dec 02, pm. Same problem, I am replacing the right front
sensor in hope it will fix it. Post subject: Re: abs light Posted: Sat Dec 09, pm. Post subject: Re:
abs light Posted: Mon Dec 11, pm. Post subject: Re: abs light Posted: Thu Jan 11, pm. New
wheel bearing with sensor did not help. Now going to change left front? You cannot post new
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